Anticipation in myotonic dystrophy. II. Complex relationships between clinical findings and structure of the GCT repeat.
We studied the expansion of the GCT repeats within the myotonic dystrophy protein kinase gene in nine myotonic dystrophy (DM) kindreds. Southern blot and polymerase chain reaction analyses of the repeat region demonstrated the expansion in all 62 patients with the diagnosis of DM. Among 43 DM parent-child pairs, age of onset in the child was earlier than in the parent in 36 pairs, in the same decade as the parent in five, and undetermined in two. The clinical anticipation observed in the 36 pairs accompanied an increase in the fragment size in 32, a decrease in two, and no apparent change in two pairs. In the remaining pairs without documented clinical anticipation, the fragment size increased in four, decreased in two, and was apparently unchanged in one. Overall, the size of expansion showed an inverse correlation with the age of onset (p < 0.001). In all seven pairs in which the fragment did not increase in size, the affected parent was male. Two congenital DM children born to affected mothers had expanded DNA greater than 4.5 kb. The differences between parent and child in age of onset significantly correlated with the differences in the expansion size among father-child pairs (p < 0.001) but not mother-child pairs (p > 0.5). Our data suggest that the expansion of the GCT repeats plays an important role in anticipation although other factors, including the sex of the affected parent, may have significant effects on molecular mechanisms of anticipation.